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Applications Due
For Keene Oratorical
The W. L. Keene Oratorical
Contest for women is scheduled
for Wednesday, January 19, during freshmen assembly.
The coed who wins this contest will participate in the state
competition with chances of going on to the national level.
Semi-finals for the contest will
be held during the latter part
of next week. Four girls will be
chosen for the finals to be held
the following week.
Entry blanks for the semifinals may be obtained from any
member of the Speech Department or from 107 or 106 Cammack. They must be returned
to the department by Monday.
The only requirement for entrants is that they be undergraduate women.
Judges of the semi-finals will
be Mrs. Aimee Alexander, Mr.
Joe Johnson, Mr. John Weldon,
and Dr. R. G. King. Judges for

Pre-reglstration for all qualified students will begin Monday
and end Saturday. The hours
will be 11:30 a.m. to 4:80 p.m.
Monday through Friday, and 9
a.m. until 12 noon on Saturday.
Sophomores, juniors and seniors who are not on probation,
who have no failing grades, and
not more than one "D" grade at
mid-term, are eligible for the
pre-registration.
Students who tire enrolling at
Eastern for the third semester
of work and who will have earned 30 semester hours or more
by the end of the first semester
will be permitted to register provided that they meet these academic requirements.
Order of Registration
The order of registration Will
be alphabetically as follows:
Monday, January 10
A—C
Tuesday, January 11
.r>—H
Wednesday, January 12....I—N
Thursday, January 18 0-^S
. Friday, January 14..
:.T>-Z
Saturday, January 15
In
service and late registration.

Hawaiian Study Tours
Program Taking Applications
Y*

The 1966 Summer Travel,
Program to the University of,
Hawaii Summer Session is now
accepting reservations. Dr. Robert E Cralle, Executive Director, The Adler University Study
Tour to Hawaii, announced.
Special rates for students and
teachers for the 48-day Sum-

Little Theatre
Tryouts
Announced

Folk Trio
Concert
January 22

Friday, January 7, 1966

On Friday, January 13, registration of students whose last
names begin with T—Z will register from 8 a.m. until 2 p.m.
while those who failed to complete their registration may do
so beginning at 2 p.m.
The procedure of pre-registratlon is as follows: Obtain IBM
packets from the Records Office located in the lower hallway
In the Administration Building.
The issuance of packets will be
in accordance with the alphabetical schedule of registration,
to wit: students whose names
begin with AC will be allowed
to obtain their packets on Monday ;Tuesday only those students
whose last names begin with
D—H may obtain a packet and
son on.
Dean of Students Area First
After securing packets, students will proceed to the area of
the Dean of Students located on
the second floor hallway of the
Administration Building. In this
area fee cards will be obtained,
housing cleared, and I.D. cards
volidated.

Broekema Named
To Arts Commission
Palmer, Clay Opening
Eastern's eighth and nhveth completed dormitories, Palmer Hall and Sidney Clay Hall,
and expected to be ready for occupancy for
the Spring Semester. Palmer Hall, named
-for Wilson Palmer, State Senator from
Cynthiana, is located at the corner of Park

Drive and Kit Carson Drive, just east of
tho Towers, will accommodate 314 men
students. Sidney Clay Hall, named for
Louisville Banker, is located behind Burnam
Hall, facing Kit Carson Drive and will house
420 women students.

Experiment In International Living
Representative To Be Selected
Eastern will again select a
representative from the student
body to participate in tne Experiment in International Living.
The Student Council will sponsor one student to travel abroad
during the summer vacation of
1966.
■o^'yT'"*' "xperjnient program
comprises a one-month family
living experience followed by a
second month of traveling with
nine other Americans and an
equal number of native counterparts.
The only cost for the Eastern
student will be approximately
$125.00 to' cover his personal expenses during the trip and the
cost of his round-trip transport-

ation from his home to point of
debarkation.-The Student Council will provide for the other expenses.
The
Experiment
Selection
Committee - will consist Of four
council members and three or
four faculty' members. This
committee will select three finalists whose applications will' be
forwarded to Putney, Vermont,
where the national office will
make the final selection.
In order to participate the student must meet the following
qualifications:
1. The student can be of
either sex
2. The student must have 30
semester hours by June 1

3. The student must have a
2.5 standing or above
4. The student must have
been at Eastern for two semesters and have at least two semesters left on campus
'5. The student must not be
married
• i
6. ThA -■♦••dent, mutt Ian "^
years of age
7. The student must be in excellent health
For more information, there
will be someone in the Student
Council Office at S. U. B. 201
from 3:00-5:00 Monday through
Friday.
To allow more time for applying, the deadline has been
extended to Friday, January 21

.' Governor Edward T. Breathitt has named Dr. Andrew J.
Broekema, Chairman of the Music Department here, to the executive committee of the newly
created Kentucky Arts Commission.
The Commission Is composed
of 27 members and was allocated $37,ooo of his contingency
fund to activate the commission
and to assist three Kentucky
arts groups. The Commission la
to develop and promote a broadly conceived state policy of support for the arts in Kentucky,
Breathitt said.
' It also will serve as the state
agency to seek and allocate
the humanities and arts.
The Commission will review
requests for State and Federal
grants to the arts and will report to the Commissioner of
Finance proir to the 1966 Legislative session, Breathitt said.
Chairman of the group is MrsJohn Oswald, wife of the president of the University of Kentucky.
Arts forms covered in the Governor's order Include music (instrumental and vocal), dance,
drama, folk art, creative writing, painting, sculpture, photography, graphic and craft arta,
—_»a*nes • and faew— #*. motion pictures, television, racno
and tape and sound recordings.
Of the $87,500 allocated by the
governor from his contingency
fund, $7,500 is to be used to carry out administrative functions
of the new Commission for the
rest of the fiscal year.
The remainder of the allocation provides $10,000 to the Kentucky Opera Association, $10,000

All Campus Dance

■

to the Actor's Theatre of Louisville, and $10,000 to the State
Theatre of Kentucky at Danville.
The opera association la to
use its funds for performance*
outside of Louisville. The Actor's
Theatre la to use its allotment
for cultural development within
Louisville.'The State Theatre's
grant is for training in stage productions and for cultural development.
. ..
Breathltt's order said groups
or Individuals seeking grants
must submit an application to
the Commission containing a
notarised financial statement.
Productions or projects that
would qualify for grants under
the executive order include
those which:
Give emphasis to Kentucky
creativity and maintenance of
professional excellence;
Meet professional standards
and, without assistance, would
otherwise be unavailable to citlsens in many areas of the state;
Encourage and assist artists
to achieve professional standards;
Encourage and develop appreciation and enjoyment of the
arts.
Other relevant projects, the
pr&wa. states, would include surveys, research, and v.^.......f, in
the arts.

Milestone Orders
Due January 28
If you should not return to
Eastern for the Spring Semester, you must place your
order for the 1966 Milestone
before Jan. 28, 1986, at the
Cashier's Window. Cost will
be $4.75, which includes fees
for printing, postage and
handling. The First Semester
fee pays only for photograph.
Registration as a Full-Time
Student for the Spring Semester is considered an order for
the Milestone.

Clyde Holloway To Present

CLYDE HOLLOWAY
Concert Organist

With clearance from the Dean
of Students, students will proceed to schedule classes. In effect this is now an open campus
area for purposes of pre-registration and the departments
from which academic counseling
and class cards will be secured.
Class cards (one green and
one pink) are issued to each
student when he la enrolled by
an instructor in a class. It la
the direct responsibility of the
student to check these cards
carefully to see that the course
number and section letter agree
with those which appear on the
Registrar's card.
"This attempt to better registration is geared toward helping the individual student obtain
a better schedule," commented
Dr. Ambrose, the Registrar.
Students ineligible to registrar next week will do so at the
regular registration time during
the first week of February.

Audubon Films
To Be Shown
Wednesday
Karl H. Maslowskl, one of the
nation's outstanding naturalists,
will present the second in a series of Audubon Wildlife Films
Wednesday evening, at 7 40
p.m. in Brock Auditorium.
Maslowski will present a panaroma of many wild creatures
harbored and nutured by a Midwestern watershed. Included are
muskrats, white-tall deer, least
atttara, Canada geeae, rock bass
aJttoaamil rabbiU,. red foxes.
mink ajid crayfish. *
Sponsored by the Eastern
Biology Department and. the National Audubon Society, the Audubon series Is for adults who are
interested In conservation of
wildlife and in nature.
The program, entitled "Waterway Wildlife," filmed in color,
presents spectacular photography accompanied by affective
sound recordings of waterway
dwellers, and an informative
narrative and forceful conservation message, making this a
superlative program.
Admission to the aeries is by
season ticket, which is good for
four single admissions, to be
used by more than one person
on the same day if desired.

Reserve Seats
Go On Sale
Additional reserved seats for
Eastern's Jan. 16 Alumni Coliseum clash with Western have
been placed on sale, director of
athletics Glenn Preanell said
today.
Preanell said an additional section of reserved seats had been
sold earlier in the week and
that another 600-seat section was
being reserved to answer the
"biggest demand for tickets we
have ever had."
Attendance for the MaroonHilltopper battle could surpass
the Alumni Coliseum record of
7,700 who saw the rivals clash
here last season. The Coliseum
seats just over 6,500.
Eastern is defending its 196465 OVC championship, while the
'Toppers are favored to cop the
title this season.

Exam Schedule

Third Organ Concert
The third in a series of six
organ concerts at Eastern is
scheduled for Sunday, Jan. 16,
at 4 p.m., with Clyde Holloway
as the performer.
Holloway, assistant professor
of music at Indiana University,
studied with Mildred Andrews
at the University of Oklahoma.
After receiving both the bachelor and master of music degrees from the University of
Oklahoma, he was the recipient of the American Guild of
Musical Artists' Award for outstanding performance and was
granted a Fullbright Scholarship to attend the Amsterdam
Conservatory In the Netherlands
He studied organ, harpsichord,
and chamber music there with
Gustav Leonhardt.
The 40-Rank Holtkamp organ,
designed for Eastern's Hiram
Brock Auditorium, was dedicated Nov. 7, 1965, In an initial concert by Author Poister of Syracuse University. The organ consists of more than 2,106 individual pipea.
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Pre-Registration For Eligible
Students Begins Monday

the finals have not yet been
chosen.
Speeches must be
at least
eight and not over ten minutes
long. They must be original
composition.
"The speeches should be written to inspire and stimulate the
audience," Mr. Weatherly, director of the contest, said.
The speeches do not necessarily have to be memorized for
the semi-finals; but this must
be done for the finals. Copies of
the four finalists' speeches must
be turned in to the Speech Department before the final contest.
The Weaver Oratorical Contest, counterpart to the Keene
Contest, will be held in March.
This contest is open only to undergraduate men. The requirements are the same as for the
Keene Contest.

mer Session Program begin at
$549. This price includes roundtrip Pan American jet air
travel from the West Coast,
accomoda ti onis in Waikiki
Beach' hotels, plus- a full schedule of 22 planned activities including island sightseeing trips
and tours, cruises, dinner
dances and beach parties.
For earning extra .credits
transferable to most Mainland
colleges, students and teachers
can attend classes at the University of Hawaii's Summer
Session where a visiting faculty from all over the world offers a wile rang* of subjects
r~-..*-JM»4 cpufses.
Dates off departure are frbm"
Eastern ftttHe"" TrfSSre wffl
bold try-outa tor its second pfo- Jujft 18 reWWOng hy Jury 80,
duction of the 1966-66 year, Tues- 1966.
Full particulars Including a
day and Wednesday, January 11
and 12, at 7 p^m. in the Pearl 24-page illustrated Bulletin and
1966 Appiicatiion Forms are
Buchanan Theatre.
.
The play, "The TSkin of our 'available by writing to Dr. RobTeeth," by Thornton Wilder, ert E. Cralle, Executive Direcwill be presented in March. It tor, The Adler University Study
|s the story of George Antrobus, Tours to Hawaii, 345 Stockton
his wife and two children, and Street, San Francisco 8, Calitheir general utility maid, Lily fornia, SUtter 1-4644.
Sabina, all of Excelsior, New
Jersey. George Antrobus is John
Doe—the average American at
grips with a destiny, sometimes
•our, sometimes sweet. The Antrobuses have survived tire,
flood, pestilence, the seven-year
locusts, the Ice age, the black
pox, and the double feature, a
dozen wars and the many depressions.
They run many a gamut, are
Peter, Paul, and Mary, one of
as durable as radiators, and the nation's .outstanding Jolklook upon the future with a dis- singing groups, will appear In
arming optimism. Alternately concert at Ali-Tini Coliseum on
bewitched, befuddled, and be- Saturday, Jan. 22, at 8:80 pjn..
calmed, they are stuff of which
This will mark the second apheroes are made—heroes and
buffoons. They are true offspring pearance at Eastern by the Trio,
which
consists of Peter Yarrow,
of Adam and Eve, victims of all
the ills that flesh Is heir to. They Paul Stookey, and Mary Travers
have survived a thousand calam- They appeared in Alumni Coliities by the skin of their teeth. seum in 1964, attracting 6,000
The play is a tribute to their In- spectators.
The trio has been singing todestructibility.
There are eight male and eight gether for five years and has
female roles available. Try-outs consistently maintained a high
degree of success in each public
are open to all students.
performance.
Tickets, priced at $3.50 and
$2.60 are now on sale at the campus book store and Cashier's office, and in Lexington at Main
Shop, 224Va Main Street.
Tonight from 8 to 11:30 the Record
Persons wishing to order tickets
Freshman class will sponsor
may write to: Peter, Paul, and
a dance. Danny and the Vi- Mary
Concert, Eastern Kentucbrations will play In the SUB.
ky State College. All seats are
reserved.
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A Progressive Era'

'Setting The Pace In
43rd Year

CAMPUS FAVORITES
FEATURED

Classes meeting at the periods listed below will have the
final examination at the time indicated opposite the class
period.
"A" classes (8:0O-9:00-MW)
"B" classes (9:10-10:10-MW)
"C" classes (10:20-11:20-MW)
"D" classes (11:30-12:30-MW)
"F" Classen (12:40-1:40-MW)
"O" classes (l:50-2:50-MW)
"H" classes (3:0O-4:0O-MW)
"J" classes (4:10-5:10-MW)
"M" classes (8:00-9:00-TT)
"O" classes (9:lO-W:00-TT)
"P" classes (10:2O-ll:20-TT)
'<R" classes ni:30-12:30-TT)
"S" classes (12:4O-l:40-TT>
"T" classes (1:50-2:50-TT)
"IT" classes (3:OO-4:00-TT)
"W* classes (4:10-5:10-TT4»
"Hi" and K2" (Sat. classes)

Peter, Paul And Mary In Concert
Peter, Paul and Mary, a nationally acclaimed folk-singing
trio, will appear in concert at Alumni Coliseum Saturday,
January 22. All seats are reserved and tickets may be pur-

chased at the Bookstore or at the Cashier's winrow in the
Administration Building.

"El"
"El"
"S3"
"E3"

classes
classes
classes
classes

(6:00 p.m. Mon.)
6:00 p.m. Wed.*
6:00 p.m. Tues.)
(6:00 p.m. Thura.)

8:00-10:00 a.m. Mnn., Jan. 24
8:00-10:00 am Wed., Jan. 26
1:00-3:00 p.m. Mon., Jan. 24
1:00-3:00 p.m. Wed., Jan. 26
10:15-12:15 p.m. Mon., Jan. 24
10:15-12:15 pjn. Wed., Jan. 26
3:15-5:15 p.m. Mon., Jan. 24
3:15-5:15 p.m. Wed., Jan. 26
8:00-10:06 a.m. Tues., Jan. 25
8:00-10:00 a.m. Thurs., Jan. 27
1:00-3:00 p.m. Tues., Jan. 25
1:00-3:00 p.m. Thurs., Jan. 27
10:15-12:15 pjn. Tues.. Jan. 25
10:15-12:15 p.m. Thurs., Jan. 27
3:15-5:15 p.m. Tues.. Jan. 25
3:15-5:15 p.m. Thurs.. Jan. 27
Last regularly scheduled class
meeting.
6:00 p.m. Mon., Jan. 24
6:00 pjn. Wed., Jan. 26
6:00 pjn. Tuee., Jan. 25
6:00 pjn. Thura., Jan. 27

* Special arrangements will be made for the final examinations
of classes "E2" and "E-i."
NOTE: Classes using a double letter will have the final examination at the time designated for the first letter.
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Some Will Get By, For Others . . .

It's Too Late To Get Serious Now
IT'S THAT TIME OF YF.AR AGAIN
when students come back to school after
the Christmas vacation, all well rested and
refreshed.
But the atmosphere on campus has
changed in the two weeks we have been
gone, for the few remaining weeks of the
semester might well be dubbed the "cramming period."
It is now that students finally realize
that they are in school to get an education
and that their tenure in school depends
upon their grades in the classes they are
taking.
It is a small minority of the students
that might not be here too much longer
unless they can manage to do a semester's
work in two weeks.
But it's too late to do that work now,
and it's too late to finally become serious
about studying, to become studious.
However there are those who try.
Much mid-night (and later) oil will be
burned in the next weeks, the library will
see its largest number of interested and
industrious seekers of knowledge. Instructors will have a great many consultations, notebooks will be overloaded, late
assignments will come in by the pounds,
as this minority attempts to make good
its opportunity. But it's too late to be-

come "educated" now. For education is
a gradual process that must be kept up
with. To learn requires daily preparation
and study.
Some of the students in this minority
will manage to absorb enough information to "make it under the wire," but the
majority of students in this group will hot.
None of them will accomplish or achieve
anything, for those.who can cram enough
to get by will soon forget all that they
learned through their efforts.
We are glad that this group is only
a small minority of Eastern students. For
most have returned not only rested, but
with the knowledge that they can face the
remainder of the semester and indeed the
new year with continued ease, for these
students have a good semester's work behind them and have come prepared for
the last two weeks of classes before final
examinations.
These are the students who should be
praised for they are the ones who have
entered college with a purpose and will
have achieved that purpose. These are
the students who benefit themselves as
well as helping the college to gain stature
in it's drive for excellence and quality.
The Progress commends these persons for their contribution and urges them

Customer May Be Ri&ht

Student Grading, Valuable
(ACP)—Student dismay over the refusal of University of Texas art department to renew the teaching contract of a
popular teacher brings up an important
question, says the Daily Texan — how influential should students be in the evaluation of their education?
While we are unqualified to pass
judgment on George Allen Bogart's competence or on the decision to let his contract expire, we do feel that the art department should give serious consideration
to a petition, signed by nearly 300 art
students, which favors giving the professor tenure. We also think the department should consider the two Students'
Association teaching excellence awards Bogart has received.
As the Texan has emphasized many
times before, the University is for students.
Their opinions and evaluations of their
own "needs must be considered. If cer■ tain professors consistently please and ia3 spire students, their manner of *-^-«-:~^
should be closely examined. Those professors may be popular for reasons other
than teaching excellence, or they may be
popular because they offer something

other professors ignore.
In some departments here, and at
colleges and universities throughout the
country, students are being asked to grade
their professors and courses. In addition
to yielding pertinent information on specific professors and courses, such evaluation may also emphasize a widespread
frustration by students who are limited
to a curriculum designed for the Everystudent. To remedy such ills, many universities are giving students a wider range
of choice to saturate their intellectual
thirsts and encouraging professors to cross
the boundaries of their narrow, specialized
fields.
If student evaluations are studied
rather than filed for oblivion, they may
yield significant comments on the shortcomings and successes of an educational
system. Evaluation of professors, courses,
and,programs by faculty • members who
can judge pro^-vons.! competence and by
alumni who have had time to test their
education is imperative, but student evaluation should also be a primary consideration.

to continue in their efforts for the remainder of the semester, and for the entire
year, although this advice u not really
necessary, for these students have enough
personal insight, and desire to continue
their good work.
For those who now realize too late
that it is' indeed too late, we can only offer
our sympathy and say "See ya' around."

Tiparillos?

Ci&ar-Smokin&
Coeds
(ACP)—Should a gentleman offer a
lady a Tiparillo?
"By all means," many Texas Tech
coeds answer, says the Daily Toreador.
Women are trespassing into the man's
world even further by smoking cigars, one
of the last items men had a "patent" to
use.
It may have come about because of
the cancer scare which drove many men—
and now women—to replace cigarettes
with cigars.
One Texas Tech coed said she smokes
cigars because she enjoys them more than
cigarettes. "They last longer, taste better,
and you don't have to inhale to get full
satisfaction. Ggars provide an outlet for
nervousness and tensions that cigarettes
never seemed to satisfy."
Another female smoker said cigars
are "fun and different. People may stare
at me like I'm crazy, but I don't really
care."
Few coeds, however, have enough
courage to light up a cigar in public. "I
don't smoke them in public," one said,
"because I'm afraid society isn't ready for
it."
When asked what brands they prefer,
most coeds had little knowledge of particular ones. They said, however, that
they preferred plastic-tipped cigars. "I
usually ask the salesman what he considers
a good brand and go by that," one coed
said. "I have always been satisfied."
Disadvantages? One coed said she
found it "annoying to have to relight them
often."
"Another thing that bothers me is
that they create more smoke than cigarettes
and often leave a. big cloud around your
head. This sometimes annoys friends."
"My major gripe," another said, "is
that they leave a horrible taste in my
mouth. I have to get up several times
during the night to brush my teeth and
still can't get rid of the taste. Also,
,'people often trunk you're just^n»~« to
v
show off."
Is cigar-smoking by coeds a passing
phase? Tech coeds who have tried it said
they intend to continue, despite the disadvantages.

!'-■■'
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"Can You Really Protest The Rain'

Role Of Press

Not A Public Relations Piece
(ACP) — The role of the student
newspaper is not just to be a public relations branch for the university, says the
Northern Star, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb.
One of the purposes of a public relations bureau is to emphasize the positive
aspects of the University. NIU already
has such a bureau ... It distributes news
releases throughout the state with University endorsement. This is fine.
The Star, on the other hand, has
often been critical of the administration.
To some, who think student newspapers
should say only good things about the
University, this is negative and wrong.
To this we can only say that every-

.

'You Tell Me I'm Under-Producing'
some word refers to—questions that frequently appear on what is known as a
"chicken'' rest.
Of course I realize that the professor
should know best but personally I would
prefer to, and think it closer to the test
of true knowledge to, discuss the poet as
reflected in his works-what he thought,
did, and was; or to discuss what is being
demonstrated by this work as a whole, at
any rate an examination of what the subject is. It is the opinions and ideas of
the students that are the important factors,
not the amount of detail that can be
memorized
This does not rule out, however, the
necessity for learning of detail, for a working knowledge of what is in a work it
necessary to intelligent discussion. The
world does not want living encyclopedia
and catalogs; what the world wants, what
the world must have, and what the college
must produce, is the man who thinks, the
man who can take a pile of detail and

ft

Notthor/ddi^ ^./ if ^
Our prbrsiy»porpose is/to net as a
means of communication for more than
15,000 people who run around this campus every day.

Sights and Sounds

Letter To Professor

(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following article appeared in the "Centre College
Cento," the student newspaper of Centre
College in Danville. The unsigned article
appeared under the heading "An Open
Letter: Student to Professor." We feel
that the article points out several rather
pertinent points which should he of value
and applicable to this campus.) &
You tell me that I am "under producing." You feel that I am capable of
doing well the work you have chosen for
me. My grades would tell the graduate
school and the world that I am not capable
of work of any kind, but what is the test
jot knowledge?
Why do my grades reflect this? It
is either that I don't choose to do the work
(i.e. am lazy), or that I am in fact incapable of doing the type of work necessary
for good grades. * And by incapable of
the work I mean incapable of doing things
like literally memorizing a certain poem in
order to identify a line chosen at random
from" it or tell what preceded it, or what

thing in the world is not viewed through
rose-colored glasses. Editors of the nation's collegiate newspapers were recently
criticized for their failure to reflect reality. We must face reality sometime—
why not at the college level?
The function of the Star is to inform,
comment, educate, and entertain. Whether the news is good or bad, we report
it. The University acts as a training
ground for journalists. , But this is not the
primary purpose for a newspaper at

make a thought of it, or an action—a man
who knows what relation~this""pile"of d£
tail has to the world, to life, to man; not
the man who knows a pile of details by
itself, or one who can memorize this pile
one day and forget it the next—this can
be done quite simply with a computer.
But let us journey beyond this. You
claim that I am under-producing and you
give me a bad grade. You base this conclusion on my test grades alone, and you
don't let me tell you what I know, what
I have learned from your course, what it
means to me. I realize that guidance is
necessary, but it cannot be absolute in the
classroom. This is because classes are
made gf individuals, all of whom have
different minds, thoughts, desires.
I long to be at least partially free in
my intellectual pursuits. The factor of
independence must be considered, and
weighted carefully, when making decisions
that will affect die student's future as a
student.

By JOB M. JOHNSON
I have lately maintained there is no better
way to waste time and enjoy it than to read
an Ian Fleming book. But there is! It's seeing a movie baaed on a story found in an Ian
Fleming book. I saw "Thunderball" over the
holidays and found it thoroughly enjoyable.
It should get some special award from the
Academy as best science fiction of the year.
The expenses of these Bond films are overwhelming. But so are the box-office receipts.
And to make matters better, there la a great
deal of care and precision evident in every
scene. The finesse of the actors, the judicious
choice of setting, the meticulous attention to
every production detail make them remarkable showcases of motion picture professionalism.
Because the entire James Bond series has
been done in a beautiful blend of realism and
satire, the movie-goer sits In a hypnerotic
state that satisfies his vicarious longings for
adventure and allows him to maintain an aesthetic distance so that he can still guffaw at
the too-obvious puns and laugh at the sadistic
goings-on.
The next flick in the aeries ("Ton Only
Live Twice") wUl not start filming until July
In Tokyo. That means another whole year
before the next new film. Oh, well, I suppose
we can content ourselves with re-runs.
The Hollywood Women's Press dub recently announced the nominees for Its annual
awards—a Golden Apple to the moat cooperative star and a Sour Apple to the personality
who is most uncooperative in giving interviews, posing for pictures, etc.
The nominees for the Golden Apples are
Steve McQueen, George Segal, and John Wayne
as most cooperaUve males; Dorothy Malone,
Inger Stevens, and Sandra Dee got the nod
for females. The Sour Apple Will be presented
to Tony Curtis, Vlnce Edwards, David McCallum. Ann-Margaret, Patty Duke, or Debbie
Reynolds.
The awards mean nothing so far aa talent,
patriotism, citizenship, are concerned. They
are given solely on the basis of the star's attitude toward the pre— particularly the
Hollywood fan magaataes.
Last year's 8our Apple winners were AnnMargaret and Tony Curtis. It's entirely possible they might win again. The ironic thing
Is that both of them in previous years won
Golden Apples. Good hick, ladies, on your
final choice!
The New York Film Critics Circle, which
usually awards she prises each year, gave
three of Its awards to the British Import.
"Darling." It wen In the best picture category, and Its star, Julie Christie was named
bam actress. John Schleslnger, a fairly new
name to American audiences and apparently
one to look for later, was chosen best director
for It
Oskar Warner, a Geiman actor in an
American Film, was named best actor for his
portrayal of the ship's doctor in "Ship of
Fools." The best foreign-language film of the
year was Federico Felllnl's "Juliet of the
Spirits." No award was made for best writer.
These awards which generally coincide

greatly with the April Academy Awards are
a further indication of the generally poor esteem in which American movies are held.
According to mosUol the "best" lists, the top
contenders for acting awards are Oskar
Werner (German,) Laurence 'Oliver (English)
for "Othello," Terence Stamp (English) for
"The Collector," and two Americans, Lee Marvin for "Cat Ballou" or "Ship of Fools," and
Sidney Poitier for "A Patch of Blue" or "The
Slender Thread.".
American ladles fare no better. The top
stars seem to be Samantna Egger (English)
for "The Collector," Vivien Leigh (English)
and Simone Sign ore t (French) for "Ship of
Fools," the above mentioned Julie Christie,
and lastly, America's Julie Andrews for "Sound
of Music." Another oft-mentioned contender
is Britisher Rita Tushingham for "The Knack"
or "The Leather Boys."
In addition to "Darling," other pictures
touted for the "best" title are "Sound of
Music," "Dr. Zhlvago," "Ship of Fools,"
"Magnificent Men in their Flying Machines,"
"Cat Ballou," and "The Hill." Since all but
"Darling" are American, there would seem to
be a better chance, but the Film Critics bypassed them all. It Is very likely the Academy
will dp the same thing.
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Mr., Miss Popularity Represent School Spirit, Personality
<%&?

•f-teuict'

'i

PRINZEL
Editor

By SANDY MRflRnrr
Progress Staff Writes
Truly deserving of the title
Miss Popularity Is Ann Howard
Ann participates In many phases
of student life sfc Eastern. This
Frankfort senior Is am art major
with a minor In Spanish
Ann hi the treasurer of Kappa
Kappa Sigma, the girls' cynchronlaed swimming team. At McGregor Hall she Is a counselor.
Currently serving her third year
as a memer of Student Council,,''
she is the representative of the
senior class. Donating her service to the college, Ann is an
active member of Kappa Delta
Taa.
Ann has been the receplent of
many honors during her four
years here. Sigma Chi Delta
chose her as their sweetheart

ed the Chemistry Department
Where he spoke briefly with faculty members and with chemistry majors planning to do graduate work.

0»«bl»t fteaT l»Mf mo r Ha II
At Uteir regular meeting on
•*>• thli week, the
Dram and Sandal Meeting
r'OMHitfcrt atalk ny Opea
Drum and Sandal, Eastern's
Hall, Associate modern dance organization, win
Maytlwa Chemrt- hdlfl an open meeting In Weaver
TJniVerslty. Health Building Wednesday from
Hlscuasea the 7 to 8:30 p.m.
Source Maw
Persons, girls or boys, wishing
TWs
chtemlcaH to tryotlt for next semester can
nong the moat, find out the requirements for
Is at identirytn* trying out at this meeting.
' material and
hi a billion Westminster Hontlng Missionary
lie speaker
Westminster Fellowship will
•Dr. Darnell hott speaker, Rev. R. M. Marlent of the vin, 6:30 p.m. Sunday at the
Michael First Presbyterian Church.
from Chicago.
A missionary from Brazil Rev.
at the meet- Marvin is a graduate of Bob
Jones College hi South Carolina.
W
a on All students are invited to hear
VfSit- his speech.

SPECIAL!

3

' 'I

'.

SWEETSHOP
EVERY
MOMlMY-tJUESOAY

EVERY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY - SATURDAY

flkfrffd Chicken

'/j Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fries—Slaw

ANN HOWARD
BUM Popularity

Summer School
Applications Due
At Ibero-Americana
Applications are now being accepted for the 1966 summer
School at the University IberoAmericana in Mexico. The University Ibero-Americana is an
affiliate-of the National University of Mexico and has 22 col
leges on its campus for junior
students. The credits earned
can be transferred to the stu
dent's college or university in
the United States.
The total cost for the 6-week
summer session program is
$279.00. This includes rooms in
selected ~homes, meals, tuition
and planned sightseeing tours.
Anyone interested in attending either the regular or special
summer session cRn obtain
further information by writing
Mr. David Adler, International
Student Consultant, 355 Stockton Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Junior Patricia Sharon Taulbee (Patty) la this year's Miss
Eastern. The ash-blonde, blueeyed miss from Campton is an
English major and a biology
minor.
Patty is a memo* of Kappa
Delta Tau and is the sponsor
for Scabbard and Blade. Sne is
a former member of SNEA,
Canterbury Club and KYMA
Club. This year she was second
runner-up
for
Homecoming
Queen and is a candidate for
College Board.
Patty's likes are Eastern, working, with people, clubs, dancing,
She enjoys all kinds of sports
whether she is participating or
■j Just watching.
Miss Eastern's pet peeves are
"having my picture taken" and
insincerity in people.
Her first words when she was
announced Miss Eastern were
"Oh!". She said, "I was so
happy I was spastic, I couldn't
say anything and Just stood
there. I didn't believe it."
Patty likes Eastern because
it is friendly and still small. She
feels that everybody Is friendly
to everybody. About Eastern's
growth she states, "I am glad to
see Eastern is growing because
it presents more opportunity to
its students."
Patty graduated valedictorian
of her class in .1968. She went to
Hazel Green Academy.
As Miss Eastern Patty win represent Eastern in the Mountain
Laurel Festival this spring. She
will officially represent Eastern
through the coming year.

Campus Flick
they need it a good Vitamin from

fa MOVIES E

Offer Expires January 31

11MW11I

Pat Taulbee, junior, is this year's Miss Eastern. The
blonde coed will represent Eastern in the (Mountain Laurel
festival this spring:
(Feature Photos courtesy of Rob Kumler)

Students

MONDAY, JANUARY 10

HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM
January 7, Friday

&,
Walgreen Agency Drug Store
'••#r!jrin
^-**
■M
M mi, fwwr.

Richmond, Ky.

4:10 pm.
8:00 p.m.

January 10, Monday

5:15 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
6:30..Hi.
6:30 pjn.
6:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 pan.

—

-

The Students of

QM«ftf9lki*Q>»p*

January 11, Tuesday
SHIP OF FOOLS
January 12, Wednesday

4:10
6:00
6:30
6:30
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:00
,7:30
7:30
8:00
10:00

January 13, Thursday
BABY THE RAIN MUST
FALL

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
pm.

January 14, Friday
4:00
4:10
5:00
5:S0
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:30
6:30

Fraa Styled Haircut

Starring Time 7:30 P.M.
One Show Only
Admission 50c

t**^QU*jrfQfa* Q>,

p.m.
pm.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Canterbury Club
Combs 208
W.R_A.
Weaver Gym
Pike County Club
Gibson 107
Appalachian Volunteers
University 101
Kappa Kappa Sigma
Coliseum Natatorium
PI Omega PI
Combs 326
Kappa Iota Epstlon
University 106
Newman Club
University 104
Circle K
University 103
Basketball—Eastern and Western
Alumni Coliseum
Post-Game Dance (OAKS)
Burnam Recreation Room

CONGRATUATIONS TO A PROGRESSIVE EASTERN!

Earl B. and Ruth H. Baker Realty Co.
'The Reliable Real Estate Co.
■

•

Serving a Growing Richmond'

Eastern Shopping Plaza
• Baker Heights Subdivision
• Greenway Heights Subdivision

518 Baker Ct. -

Faculty
Members
College
Libraries

MMh

623-2922

241 W. MAIN ST.

RICHMOND. Ky.

Every day as you eat in the Ideal
Restaurant,.. you have a chance
of eating a free meal ... if the
Golden Fork is in your napkin.

10$ UftHB

Terrace Helpy-Selfy

SUBSCRIBE

f

NOW
AT

Coin Operated Laundry
"If you're too tousy atudyingfto Jo your wash,

NAIF
PRICEJ

let our attendants do it for you."

2 Blocks off W. Main,

Clip lhi» odvertlMmtnt and SSM It
with your chock or money eraW to:

Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Streets

Tk. CtsUsi Mini Mirttir
OM N«w., J»„ SMHB, MM. Slltf

a I YSAR PI

□ 6

$6

See our Sign on the way to Jerry's

D COLLEGE STUDENT
Q FACULTY -MEMS*'

-£—. r » 4

Now! Ends Saturday!

W.RA.
Weaver Gym
Kyma Club
University 101
(Biology Club
Science 111
Phvsics Club
Science 217
College Pentacle
Case Conference Room
M.E.N.C.
IFoster 800
Kappa Pi
Can-mack 108
Shelby County Club
University 104
Drum and Sandal
Weaver Dance Studio
Audubon Screen Tour
Brock Auditorium
OAKS
University 104
Burnam, Case, McGregor House Councils
Committee Rooms

SATURDAY, JANUARY 15

Children Under 12—25c

parson who makes an appointment on
and Wednesday of any week for a
end set oTjjerroanent wave.

W.R.A.
Weaver Gym
Eastern Little Theater
Pearl Buchanan Theater
Student Council
Grise Room
Polyaiathologists
Roark 103
Church of Christ Devotions
University 201
B.S.U. Vespers
Baptist Student Center
Cwens
^f,
University 101
Young Democrat/ Club' •
University 104
Home Economics Club
Fitzoatrick Bide.
Agriculture Club
Fltzpatrick T
Kappa Delta PI
Combs 435
Canterbury Club Reeeptlon
Walnut Hall

THURSDAY, JANUARY 13

Ticket Office Opens
7:00 P. M.
nted more models to. allow them to put into
tfactice the principles they havelearned in the
•ft of razor cutting. The staff, in their endeavors to lid in teacMnf is offering a

•

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 12

NO MOVIE
AUDUBON LECTURE

FLUFFY

_____

W.RA.
Weaver Gvm
Wesley Foundation Methodist Student Center
C.S.F.
Christian Church
B.S.U. VespeTS
Baptist Student Center
Chemistry Club
Science 310
Industrial Arts Club
Gibson 107
World Affairs Club
Raark 209

TUESDAY, JANUARY 11

BULLET FOR A
BADMAN

—

"-p*Nr*"»*<,B*"

CHEYENNE AUTUMN

IDEAL
RESTAURANT

Pat Taulbee Is

3:30 p.m.
Student Recital — Jay Harris, Clarinet
' '
Vl
Foster 300
5:30 p.m.
Episcopal Canterbury Club Episcopal Church
6:00 p.m.
Westminster Fellowship Presbyterian Church
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

~

Free Lubrication with Oil Change
Free Pick-up & Delivery, 623-3161
OPEN 24 HOURS

c c
4:10
5:00
6:00
6:80
7:00
7:30
8:00

MIKK flAMPBEIX
Mr. Popularity

BREWER'S 66 SERVICE

AMPUS I ALENDAR

II*

"I felt very honored being
chosen Mr. Popularity," were,
the words of Mike Campbell, a
senior Math major from Louisville who was accorded this honor through an all campus election.
CLampbell is a quite active
personality on campus. Besides
being the most popular male,
he Is vice-president of Sigma
Chi Delta, Chief Justice of the
Student Court, member of the
Student Code Committee, president of the band and was a
member of the band and orchestra and past treasurer Of
the Music Club. He served on
this year's Homecoming Committee.
His plans upon graduation and
the future include telfching Math
for a few years, then studying
IBM. and going Into this field.
Mike would like to teach Math
in
Maryland,
Montgomery
County. He says, "I think I will
enjoy teaching. I would like to
try it for a while."
He enjoys living in general
along with swimming, tennis,
and basketball.
When asked what his thoughts
were of Eastern, he replied, "I
have enjoyed myself. Eastern
will give you what you give
Eastern. As for the students, he
said, I would urge students to
get out and Join extra-curricular
activities and take an interest
in campus life.

EASTERN COLLEGE BY-PASS

SUNDAY, JANUARY 9

.of the humor I inject in my
re ctu res to pep.....

golfing, and tennis. Ann plays
the ukulele for her own personal
enjoyment. She is employed
making commercial posters for
a Richmond firm .
Ann happily recalls the night
when she was chosen Miss Popularity, "I was so surprised all
I could do was sigh and smile.
I waited till Christmas vacation
when I could show my family
the tropny before I told them
of nyr selection."
Smiling, Ann said, "Eastern
has a wonderful academic atmosphere." Professors show a
genuine interest In students as
Individuals. I know that upon
graduation I'll feel as though
I'm leaving a little something
of myself behind, but the friendliness of Eastern is noted for
welcoming back it's alumni."

Miss Eastern Enjoys Varied Life

:> ^ &S%°V^:
• i

for 19664)6. She has twice been
nominated
for
homecoming
queen. Last year Ann represented 'the Junior class. This year
sne represented Sigma Chi and
was one of the ten finalists-. Ann
was first runner up m the recent
Miss Richmond contest. Tn this
contest she was named Miss
Congeniality.
A future art teacher, whose
speciality la sketching, Ann
would like to teach at her alma
mater, Franklin County High
School. Ann said, "I enjoy meeting and being with people and I
feat this Is Important for any
one In the teaching profession.
As a teacher I hope to be the
sponsor for some clubs."
An avid sports enthusiast, Ann
especially enjoys swimming,

UMOur■mmm'- m» WUKI M*
SUN.. MON. - TUES.

'

A
L
E

Fashion for all your wak«
ing, walking moments!
At prices that bring
a smile to your .face, a lift to >
your budget /

JAN'S Semi-Anmra

j?

_ '/ I

lid
urn
f pom I tn
Ashes
Starts Wednesday!

HESTONt^BOONE
«n#

WAR

SALE!

Red Cross
Life Stride
Town & Country
Arpeggio
Viner
COME IN TODAY — WHILE THERE IS A
LARGE SELECTION!

• ••• Jf

_

M«*«(IM

RD

OR® f>ANAVlSiOtl

COMING SOON!
Sir Laurence Olivier
"OTHELLO"

\.¥Z.... SHOES.:
—
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Undefeated Matmen

Hopes Ride With Eastern's
Tennessee OVC Road Games

Take On Morehead

Eastern's undefeated wrestling team risk their perfect 2-0
record this Saturday when they
face Morehead at 3 p.m. in Alumnl Coliseum. The grapplers,
posting victories over Knoxville
YMCA and Maryville, are favorAfter opening their Ohio Valed to take their straight victory.
ley. Conference defense on a
In addition to the regular comwinning note against Morehead
petition, Joe Meyer, Marty Weislast Monday night, the Maroons
chelr, and Bob Morrislon of the
(6-4) go in quest of their league
Maroons will wrestle In exhibiroad wins Saturday and Monday
tion. It would prove very interat Austin Peay and Middle Tenesting for those who would like
nessee.
OVC CROSS-COUNTRY COACH OF YEAR
to
see
Eastern's
fine
young
The Maroons, who mixed good
Coach Connon SmiUi in hia second year at Eastern as crosswrestlinv
team
In
action.
Stushooting (45.2 per cent), and
CoUhirVcoach. has compiled 18 wins against only MMl dent attendance would be greatpoor ball handling (16 turnovers)
This vear he was voted OVC cross-country coach of the year
in their 74-64 win over the EaThe cross-country team went undefeated this year and ly appreciated. There Is no
gles, will leave Friday morning
fi# IttMtXn? we% able to .core against them The,-were charge, admission Is by the show
for Clarksville and return TuesSStucky State. Iowa and outstanding High Schoo phenomenon ing of your I.T>. card.
day from MtfrfreesTWro. ■*~~
Although the team was Idle
gSrel Remole in the Kentucky Federation meet. They also
Austin Peay and Eastern
Sweated other Big Ten teams Indiana and Illinois. The final over the holidays, two of their
clashed earlier in the OVC tourSi7came when the thin clads shut out the entire league members made impressive show
ney at Louisville with the MaUTwSmlng the Ohio Valley Conference Championship by sweep- ings on their own.
roons edging by 86-85 in a hardMarty Willlgan kept his undefought thriller. Paced by Junior
*" C^SrnTtn STdon. an ouUtanding Job in bringing feated record in tack taking
college transfers Tom Head and
BaStenTinto one of the top cross-country schools In the country first place in the 137 lb. division
Dennis Snyder, the Governors,
and he should be congratulated for a job well done.
at the Metropolitan Intercollewho have never lost an OVC
AIX-AMERICAN CANDIDATE
giate Invitational. The tourngame by more than eight points
Eddie Bodkin had a euccessful Christmas break in tne ament, held in Long Island, N.Y.
in Clarksville, might be even
twtf holiday tourneys In which the Maroons participated. In was open to all collegiate wrestharder to beat at home this sea5>fli the OVC tournament and the Motor CHy Oassc at De- lers "lAltf0 Dv^WT"1 Dung Island,
son.
trdit Bodkin was one of only two unanimous all-tourney Rutgers, Oklahoma, Navy and
Middle Tennessee, which lost
S3etta£*ud in Detroit was named co-Most Value* e Player Minnesota were among the
its tournament clash to Murray,
■faff, with Detroifs 'Dorie Murrey. Bodkuv also lifted hUi schools that were represented.
is also paced by a transfer—hot
ikrihts »er. eame average to 22.7, his rebounding mean to.11.6, It lasted two days and Willigan
shooting Jay Cole—and veteran
ffllN/^eld^al per^fntage to 49.7 during the holiday firing won six matches. He defeated
Bobby Gardner.
S^t impressive of his accomplishment* was typing Murrey for Greg DeMarco of Rutgers for
Poor scoring from the guard
fctt VauSblV Player in the Motor City. Bodkin tied two the title.
position and lack of speed up
Classic field goal records for field goals, and led all scorers
Mike McClellan of Eastern
front In the Morehead win have
with 59 points in two games.
took part In the National A.A.U.
prompted head coach Jim Baech
EASTERN'S TWO SIDES
Eddio Bodkin adds another basket against Morehead to InTournament
held
in
Miami,
Flor.
Close observers on the Eastern scene have decided that
told to consider radical lineup
crease the Maroons early lead. Bodkin scored 17 points
dia.
It
was
open
to
all
wrestlers
therW 18 really two Eastern teams this season. The Maroons
change for the Tennessee swing.
in the first half and finished as the games leading scorer
tatt dtopUved one tew In romps over Transy (91-54), Central in the country both from tne
Bill Walton (14.1), Doug Clemwith 29 point*.
A.A.U.
and
the
N.C.A.A.
Stars
&urt (lC^.6eT Murray (79-73). and Harvard (90-76). and
mons (6.6) and Fred Johnson
such
as
Ed
Perry,
three
time
5*TV-69 loss to Dayton. They™sdone.a complete reversal
(4.5), combined far only nine
in winning over Austin Peay. and losing to Marshall, Western N.C.A.A. champ, participated In
backcourt points against the
*ndIwmi&n and Mary. Coach Jim Baechtold always pleased the event. Mike wrestled four
Eagles, and Eastern's running
when his team shows Its true colors, eays they've been playing bouts and took second place in
attack was hampered by front
the 177 lb. weight division. *•
tin the "flip side" too much to suit him.
Eastern led by Eddie Bodkin's hit 39.5 per cent of Its field goals court speed.
ALL TOURNAMENT TEAM
After Saturday the Maroon 29 point*, struggled to a 74-64 while Morehead connected on
"I'm looking for a scoring
Eddie Bodkin and Bill Walton were the only Maroons to Grapplers are idle to Jan. 22 victory over the Morehead 54 per cent if Its shots.
guard," said Baechtold, "and I
when they travel to Indianla to Eagles. Be named to the all-tournament team.
•
Castle of Morehead broke the am going to move that front line
Clem Haskins, who was named the most valuable player meet Hanover College.
A jump shot and a layup by 34-34 halftlme deadlock to give around to get more speed on
W the tournament, along with Eddie Bodkin, were the only
•
Eastern's Jerry Bisbey opened Morehead Its last lead at 38-34, the floor."
unanimous choices in the voting.
the game with a 4-0 lead for the but Eastern bounced back with
Western placed four player* on the ■B£<»IL££'
a 4-polnt burst, 42-38.
Maroons.
tJwIiht Smith, Steve Cunningham and Chapman joined Hasklns
With ISi. minutes left MoreEastern held the lead for the
wHife Austin Peay was the only other team to place two players
John E. Pickarski, a freshman next eight minutes, but a fast head managed to tie the game
e^Sis honored list. They were Tom Head and Dennta Snyder.
Stewart Johnson of Murray and Ijarry Jordan of Tennessee from Irvine, represents D Com- rinsing: Morehead team man- at 47-47. But Bodkin's variety of
Teen rounded out the elite circle. Morehead, East Tennessee pany as a Cadet of the Week. aged to pull ahead on a jump 15-foot jumpers and hook shots
and Middle Tennessee failed to place anyone In the top ten He is a business major and shot by Jim Sandfoss and a foul plus layups by Garfleld Smith
hopes to make the army his ca- shot by Hall. Bodkin evened the pushed Eastern to a 72-61 lead,
players.
'
;
reer.
score at 16-16 with a hook shot. the longest of the ball game.
■
——
r——»—■
'
"•
With 11 seconds remaining,
Morehead using the strategy of
Representing N Company this
week is Ronnie Andrews. A fresh a deliberate offense led Eastern Eastern's Smith "capped" the
man from Sarasota, Florida. 20-18, but a jump shot by Oarr evening contest with a dunk
Ron is also a business major and and one by top scorer Bodkin making the final tally 74-64.
,''":'.
Monday, January 10
Eastern shot a 46 per cent
6:00 would like to have a future in brought the Maroons even 20-20.
1
. J-hawke—Chargers
from the field for the entire
Until
the
close
of
the
first
half
6:00
baseball.
2
lets—Circle K
Stephen Blackburn, freshman the mistake-ridden Maroons led game, while Morehead shot 42
6:00
3
fpate—Raiders
per cent. The game was marred
6:00 from Carrollton, is a music ma- by as many as eight points? but by
4
ye'ra—Beatles
35 floor mistakes, Eastern
the
Eagles
rallied
and
tied
the
jor.
He
'Is
representing
Band
7:00
1
nbers—Faculty
'
»
committing 15.
score
34-34
to
end
the
half.
7:00
Company
and
plans
to
teach
2
era—Shomeana Five
Eastern will take a 6-4 record
During the first half the score
7:00 secondary school band after
3
-Famous Five
was tied four times and Eastern Into the Tennessee road trip.
7:00
graduation.
4
_ -PfcMM
8:00
"For special occasions
1
eWuds—Flashers
8:00
i
everyday enjoyment,
2
Greeiwp-Off iCampm
, . .
8:00
choose flowers."
8
AH Stars—rZuerelch
,
8:00
4
Butchers—Panthers
-^ •
• ' Tuesday, Januasy 11
Call Us for Prompt
6:00
1
Barbarians—Dales Rails
6:00
2
eorers—'Minks
Free Delivery „
6:00
3
Hillbillies—Downtowners
6:00
4
Royals—^-Deadbeats
623-4998
7:00
1
Blue Bombera—Hedonist
7:00
2
Ring Dang Doors—Patroits
REBECCA RUTH CANDY
7:00
a
Tournament with a 79-73 semi- "the Gem" Haskins, the WestTHE ONLY STORE IN
JTR.—Hatfleld
By JACK KELLER
7:00
4
Yanks—Miners
The Maroons used a 24 point final win over Murray. All- ern Hill-Toppers handed the
8:00
1
Rompers—Stgma Chi Delta
American candidate Eddie Bod- Maroons their third loss of the
8:00 relief performance by Garfleld kin led the Maroons with 28 season 83-67 In the champion2
Braves—Titans
Smith
plus
a
torrid
55
per
cent
8:00
8
Beaver Corps—Wash C. C*.
points and 15 rebounds, Bill ship game of the OVC Holiday
8:00 shooting from the field to down Walton with 18 and Doug Clem- Tournament.
4
Goldflngers—Hornets
an inspired Austin Peay team
Wednesday, January 12
Hasklns, voted the tourna-1
6:00 86-85, in the first game of the mons with 12 were the other
1
Celtics—Huns
Maroons in double figures.
ment's M.V.P. for the second
OVC Holiday Tournament.
6:00
Bulldogs—Taekett
Austin Peay, a decided underFor the second straight game year in a row, led all scorers
6:06
DRIVE IN THEATRE
Warhawks—Circle K
dog, turned in one of its best the Maroons hit better than 50 with 29 points, picked off 14 re6:00
Charges—Raiders
> ~*
bounds
and
was
credited
with
performances
of
the
season.
But
per cent from the floor as they
7:00
2'/2 miles North of
1
Nuts—Morgan
7:00 the hot shooting of the Maroons were able to connect on 51.4 of 5 assists. However, Haskins was
2
Beavers—Faculty
not
the
only
'Topper'
to
cause
Richmond
on U. 8. 26.
coupled
with
their
rugged
retheir
field
goal
tries.
By
com7:00
8
Beatles—Shomeana Five
7:00 bounding proved too. much for parison Murray was stone cold, the Maroons trouble. Steve Cun4
Packers—Fltxpatrick
Ph. 628-2759
hitting on only 35 per cent of ningham and Wayne Chapman
8:00 the Governors to overcome.
1
O. G.—PBMM
Smith was followed in the their shots. Eastern also out- with 14 each and Dwlght Smith
8:00
2
Hotdogs—Stephens
with 16 were also in the double
8:00 Eastern scoring parade by BUI rebounded the Racers- 49-40.
3
Clouds—Off Campus
for Western.
8:00 Walton with 19 points, Jerry
4
Murray was led In scoring by figures
WELCOME BACK,
Old Timersr-Adams
The Maroons stayed close
Bisby 13, Eddie Bodkin 11, and Pitts with 18 and Cunningham
Thursday, January IS
throughout
the
first
half,
alSTUDENTS!
John
Carr
10.
Bodkin
led
both
6:00
1
with 16 points and 15 rebounds
• AO Wars—Panthers
6:00 teams with 15 rebounds despite while >•'-* Wring Herb Mc- though they held the lead only
2
AVer;
";-••* 1966!
Mats—Dales Rails .
6:00 sitting out 11 mtrrntmf of the se- Pherson wasTield to 14 points once at 21-20 with 9:20 left In the
3
Bear eate—Minks
period.
Western
was
never
able
6:00
cond
half
with
foul
trouble.
4
by the Maroons aggressive de- to gain a bigger advantage than
Bombera—Downtowners
The Maroons had trouble with fense.
7:00
We will be open this
1
Blase re—Dead beats
the 3 points. The HUl-Toppers
7:00
Austin
Peay's
full
court
zone
2
Eastern jumped off to an ear- took a twenty-four point lead,
Famous Five—Hedonist
week
end, ana every
7:00 press. The Governors employed ly lead and was able to take a
3
Dodgers—Fatrolts
their longest of the game, at week end as long as
7:00
the
press
the
full
40
minutes
and
4
42-33
advantage
into
the
dressBlue Bombers—Hatfleld
8:00 forced Eastern into 25 turnovers. ing room at half-time. However 81-57. The closest the Maroons
1
Flashers—Mines
8:00 However Coach Baechtold said Murray fought back in the se- were able to get was final score the weather permits.
2
Greens—Sigma Chi Delta
8:00 that a great number of the floor cond half and tied the score at of 83-67.
For your viewing
8
Yanks—Titans
Eddie Bodkin and B1U Walton
8:00 errors came after the Maroons 71-71 with 4:04 remaining in the
4
Zureich— Wash C. C.
Pleasure:
topped
all
Eastern
point
makers
had beaten the press and had game. Bill Walton's driving lay
with-19
each.
Jerry
Bisby
was
the advantage in a fast break up put tne Maroons ahead to
situation. Austin Peay was paced stay 75-73. Smith's lay up.at the the rebound leader with 12, Bodin scoring by Head and Snyder buzzer was icing on the cake kin added 10 and Garfleld Smith
FRI. • SAT. - SUNDAY
with 23 and 18 points respective- for the Maroons as they cap- grabbed off 8 more.
lytured their fourth win of the
JAN. 7—8—9
Eastern 78 ..Murray 78
season.
Western 88 ..Eastern 67
Eastern's Maroons moved into
Led by Ail-American Clem
the finals of the OVC Holiday

ON

SPORTS

Eddie Bodkin Sinks Two

Maroons Defeat Morehead

Cadet* Of Week

Intramural Schedule

Maroons Settle For Runner - Up
Spot Tn Conference Tournament

Likely starters across the
front at Clarksville are 6-7 Eddie Bodkin, and 6-3 Dick Clark
at forwards, and Jerry Bisbey at
center.
The shift of Bisbey from forward to the pivot and the addition of the quick, high-jumping
Clark will move 6-9 center John
Carr to the bench where he will
join 6-7 fireman Garfleld Smith.
At guard the problem Is more
pressing. Walton has seen his
shooting percentage fall oft
eight points to 41.9 and has had
two five-point efforts in the Ma
roons' last three games. Clemmons, a hustler on defense, has
had but one double figure performance, has scored only two
points in three games, and has
not Scored in three others.
Johnson, a 45.6 per cent shooter, has played only 68:34 minutes in six games, but pumped

in 13 against William and Mary
in 22:38 minutes of action.
Bodkin, raising his point-pergame average steadily, leads
the team with a 38.8 scoring
mean. He's followed by Walton's
14.1, Smith's 10.9, Blabey's 8.1
and Carr's 8.5.
The Harrodsburg senior Is also
the team's top rebounder with
114 snares per tilt. Carr's 7.y
is second, then comes Smith
with 7.1, Bisbey with 6.2, anil
Olemmons with 8.7.
Team-wise the Maroons are
hitting 48.2 per cent of thetj
shots, 86.4 per cent of their frei
throws, outrebounding the opposition 80.2 to 43.8 and outscorIrtg them 80.0 to 74.0
- Eastern's next home class U
Jan'. 10 against league favorite
Western. A few tickets tor the
Alumni Coliseum clash still remain on sale.

Eastern Places Third

Maroons Defeat Harvard
In Motor City Classic
By GEORGE LONNEMAN
The Eastern Maroons defeated
the Crimson of Harvard University 90-76 in the consolation
game of the Motor City Classic,
enabling the Maroons to take
third place In the tournament.
The victory, their fifth in nine,
saw the Maroons hit a blistering 52 per cent from the field,
and place four men in the double
figures.
All-American candidate Eddie
Bodkin led the Maroon attack
with a career high of 87 points,
hitting 56 per cent of his shots.
He was followed by Jerry Bisbey and Bill Walton who scored
14 points each. John Carr was
the other Maroon scoring in double figures scoring 12 points.
Bodkin topped all rebounders
with 14 and was followed by John
Carr who grabbed 10. The Maroons out rebounded their opponents 50-35.
The game started out showing
signs of being a close one. It was
exactly that for the first 17 minutes, during which neither team
had a lead of more than four:
Walton's jump shot with 3:52
remaining in the first put the
Marooss on top to stay. The Ma-

roons pulled away in the final
8 minutes leading 41-84 at intermission and were never In .shy
serious trouble afterwards.
William and Mary hotshotting
Indians knocked the Maroons out
of the title picture m the Motor
City Classic in the opening game
Eddie Bodkin again topped the
Maroon scoring with 22 points.
Substitute Fred Johnson was the
only other Maroon to hit double
figures as he hit 18. GarfieW
Smith and John Carr added a
arid 8 points respectively.
Carr topped all Maroon rwr
bounders with 10, Bodkin pulled
down S and Garfleld Smith pulled in seven more, but Maroons
were oulrebounded 43-41.
,
Wink was the big gun for
William and Mary as he hit 33
points to tie Eddie Bodkin for
game honors.
William and Mary lead through
out the game and Hie closest
Eastern came was when Johnson's layup with 10:23 remaining cut the lead to, 5 at 47-43.
From here on out the Indiana
never allowed the Maroons to
get closer than 6 and pulled away to win by the final margin
0/7644.
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JETT & HALL STORES v
Semi-,
SALE
Is Now In Progress.

_ Eastern .._,

2

CITY TAXI

RICHMOND
Drive In Theatre

Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

24 Hour Service

623-1400

r

4 Miles South on U.S. 25
Beret Road - Phone 623-1718
IN CAB HEATERS

MORRISWELLS
Barber Shop
Specialties In Collegiate Style Hair Curs
Water St., next to the Bus Station

SATURDAY & SUNDAY!
TWO IN COLOR!
Movie Starts 7:00 P.M.
, DEBWE I

Tm
IJIErjOLKJ SECOND
JIME AROUND
NO MAN IS AN ISLAND
fmnawra

YOUR "I. D/'CARD
Makes You Eligible for
Special Consideration

"Woman Of
Straw"

with Gina Lolobrigida
and Sean Connery
(James Bond)
—ALSO—

"Sergeants
Three"
with Frank Sinatra
& Dean Martin
"Pink Panther",
Cartoon.
Showtime: 6:30 P.M.

Glyndon Barber Shop
"YOUR HEAD IS
OUR BUSINESS"

When you purchase

Shak.s:

Vadffla •: StrewbarryN Chacolate

PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASSES
CONTACT LENSES

Broiling makes the difference.
*oM Mo* Stroot
-

■arts*

beneath the
Glyndon Hotel

MONFRIED OPTICAL

Richmond. Ky.

135 W. Short
i i

11 i iati H I

Lexington
II

Ph. 254-6583

20 To 30%
MEN'S AND ROYS' SWEATERS
ARE REDUCED

25 To 50%
MEN'S AND BOYS' LONG SLEEVE
SPORT SHIRTS REDUCED

20%
MEN'S AND BOYS' SHOES REDUCED

10 To 25%
AND WHILE THEY LAST JETT AND HALL
IS FEATURING A FREE PAIR OF
WOODEN SHOE TREES WITH EVERY
PAIR OF MEN'S SHOES SOLD.
LADIES DRESS SHOES AND FLATS
ARE REDUCED

10 To 60%
MANY STYLES REDUCED TO
$3.85. 6.85, 8.85 and 11.85
THESE SHOES ORIGINALLY SOLD FOR
10.95 TO 22.95
MANY LADIES' PURSES ARE REDUCED
BY AS MUCH AS

(Student or Faculty)

Tfca Hone of Hio Porno™Ljgf Hambwgen

MEN'S SUITS. TOPCOATS. SPORT COATS,
ALL WEATHER COATS. AND WOOL
TROUSERS ARE REDUCED

N. Second St.

T

Phone 623-4200
-44,

iii

at II in

50%
FOR THE BEST VALUES IN TOWN SHOP

EmoktosAft*

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

m*
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Study Tour

Outstanding Gridders
Signed By Coach Kidd
Three outstanding high school i:se Yelldell, son of Mr». Btrnlce
linemen have signed Eastern Yelldell, exclusively on defense.
Kentucky football grant-in-aid
Baker, 6-3, 220, was an honorhead coach Roy Kidd has anable mention All-Ohio end at
[roon grants just be- (-Hamilton Taft, where he was
las were Sidney coached by Fred Garretson.
iklinville. New Jer- Kidd was impressed with Bak»V, tnlHIBvev Baker and Den- er's speed in films, and said he
nis Diesh, both of Hamilton, would probably play tight end
Ohio.
on offense. He Is the son of Mr.
Yelldell, 6-foot, 20R-pounds, and Mrs." John H. Baker.
was n two-time all-state perA defensive tackle, Diesh, 6-1,
former at Delsea Regional High 206, also did his high school
School under John Oherg, A de- playing at Taft where he was
fensive linebacker and offensive voted Most Valuable Defensive
guard, he "hits the way you Lineman. The son of Mr. and
want them to," said Kidd. "He's Mrs. Calvin Diesh, he will play
one of the finest high school defensive tackle for the Maroons
linebackers and offenntne guards A hard-hitter. Baker impressed
that I have ever seen."
Kidd with his aggressiveness
Kidd said the Maroons plan to and quickness.

»

To Be Launched .

X-Country Coach Of The Year
President Robert R. Martin presents Coach Connan Smith
with the OVC Cross-Country Coach of the Year plaque.

Track Team To Compete
In Orange Bowl Meet

Your New York Life
Agent on the Campus
GEORGE RiDINGS, Jr.
CLASS OP "84
New York Life Insurance Company
111 Bennlnfton Court

HUM

Life Insurance Group Insurance Annuities
Health Insurance Pension Plans

Eastern Students and Faculty

WELCOME TO
■ BDDOD^Oi
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Plenty Of Free Parking
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Seven Eastern track team
members and Coach Connan
Smith left Wednesday for Miami
Fla., where they will participate
in the Orange Bowl track meet
tomorrow.
Representing Eastern will be
the two-mile relay team of Ron
Benson, San Mateo, Calif., Bill
Swanson, Morris, HI., Jan Halth
Kil, Sweden, and Kenth Andersson, Malmo. Sweden, sprinter
Herman Carter, Cincinnati, halfmiler Earl Jordan, White Plains,
N. Y., and two-miler Grant Colehour, Rockford, 111.
An eighth Eastern student,
pole vaulter and broad jumper
Wilbert Davis, will also be competing. A transfer student, Davis
must run unattached and will
not be eligible to run for Eastern
until the second semester.
Smith predicts that Ws twomile relay team will approach

the world record In the event of
7:24. Average time necessary to
tie the record is 1:51 per mrfn.
In previous meets In the 880 event, the length for each leg of
the two-mile relay, Benson am)
Andersson have run 1:50, Halth
1:91, and Swanson 1:52. Smith
points out that his runners have
probably not been training long
enough this year to break the
record.
Carter, who starred for the
Maroon footballers this fail, ran
a 9.45 in the 100 yard dash this
summer on only a year's training. Jordan, plagued by injury
last spring, ran a 1:53 in the
half as a freshman.
Colehour, a freshman, ran a
9:115 two-mile in high school
last year.
Davis has vaulted 15-4 and
broad jumped 23-11. Smith predicts he will break 16 and 24
feet this spring.

Brick-Breaking 101

———————^——

Student-Taught Karate

Kenny's Drive In
Your Purchase FREE
If We Do Not
Thank You

/

—Open, All Year—
Hamburgers—Coneys—Milk Shakes
BIG HILL AVE,

RICHMOND

LANTER MOTOR CO.
218 WEST IRVINE STREET
Just Around the Corner from the Court House

Specialists in Motor Time-Up,
faQpl
I and Ignition Work,
Also Transmission and
General Repair.
"The Small Shop with the Big Reputation" „

I

Dial 623-4434
Welcome Eastern Students and Faculty

PASQUALE'S

Class Draws Interest
By JAMES ELLERBERQ
Every
afternoon,
Monday
through Thursday, at 4, a unique
class meets in Alumni Coliseum.
This class teaches Karate. You
don't sign for it at registration,
because It Is not taught by. the
school
The Instructor is Terry ColIIs,
a junior from Erlanger, Terry
started this class last year when
several students asked him to
teach them Karate.
Karate, a Japanese word
meaning "empty-hand," Is a
system of empty-handed fighting against armed or unarmed
opponents in which its practitioners
rely on their trained
bodies instead of lethal weapons.
Many people associate Karate with Judo, but actually they
are entirely different. Karate is
comparable with boxing while
Judo Is more like wrestling.
Karate uses the striking surfaces of the body. For "example
from the wrists to the finger
tips there are more than 10 parts
which are used to strike. Also
used are the elbows, wrists,
knees, and feet. Actually the
human body Is
composed of
many natural weapons.
Since brute strength is not
required in Karate, both men
and women can practice it.
Many women become very a>>
dept at it, because the essence
of Karate is speed and technique. There are two co-eds in the
Eastern group, and they practice daily with about 25 men.
In addition to being a superb
form of eelf-defense, Karate is
an ideal means of exercise. This
Is its main purpose at Eastern.
Each day the group
goes
through a series of defensive
and offensive techniques called

Kata. These formal exercises
develop speed, rhythm, vigor,
and power. Constant and continuous practice is necessary to
develop these attributes.
Beginning students are usually anxious to train, Terry Colsil says. They find Karate very
exciting. However, the constant
repetitions necessary in order
to learn the basic techniques
can become monotonous to
them. Here lies the danger of
tarining without spirit, and
eventually ceasing to train.
Besides being a wonderful
means of erercise, Karate Is
also an exciting sport. One part
„of a Karate contest is a freestyle sparring match between
two people. Each person must
both attack and defend while
attempting to deliver a strong,
well-focused punch, strike, or
kick. But this attack must be
stopped Just short of the target,
because it is forbidden to actually strike an opponent.
Terry and some of the members of his group do participate
in actual matches. Terry placed
fourth in his division as a member of. the United States team
in Its match against Canada on
Oct. 2 of this year.
Because Terry wants to keep
all of his students on the same
level, he is not accepting any
new students during the remainder of this semester. He says
that he will accept some beginners next semester. Once enrolled, the new student can stay
in the class as long as he is
willing to work.
The group plans to put on a
exhibition during half-time at
one of the Eastern basketball
games this fall.

PIZZA

Golden Rule Cafe

Your Favorite Meeting Place In Town

HOME COOKING
You Are Always Welcome

623-5338 - Dot Hampton, owner

SOUTH FIRST STREET

SALE ON SINGLE RECORDS!

Canfield Motors

OLDIES BUT GOODIES

OLDSMOBILE

While They Last

All Makes Serviced

10c

Across From Krogers—Phone 623-4010

CENTRAL MUSIC CO.
FIRST & WATER STREET

The Wternationnl College In
Copenhagen will launch Its new
eight week study tour this summer.
The tour is designed to explore
life In the capitalistic Scandinalian welfare states,in socialistic
Soviet
Union,
Poland,
and
Czechoalovavla. and in the divided city of Berlin.
The less academically oriented
parts of the experience tourWnciude. six day stays at international student centers in Sochi
and Yalta.
This experience in living and
studying abroad is primarily intended for students in their junior year of undergraduate study.
However, others, such as special
advanced Rtudents and teachers,
are eligible for the tour.
The summer session of five
weeks will give students from
two to four semester credit
hours plus a two months tour of
Northern and Eastern Europe
with no credit.
Interested students may obtain more Information by writing to I.C.C., Dalstroget .110.
Soborg, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Industries Recruiting
College Seniors

Junior Class Officers
This year's junior class officers are, from
left to right: Phil Bills, vice-president; Bill
Hedges, treasurer; Mike Murphy, student
council representative; Ann / Dunnigan, re-

At Special Session
Coca Cola Co., Carnation Company, B. F. Goodrich, Continental Assurance, and more than 60
other top U.S. companies will be
recruiting "66 seniors at a special
March 10 and 11 interviewing
meeting in Chicago at the Sheraton Chicago Hotel.
Dubbed "INTRO," because it
introduces college seniors to industry, the interviewing conference is sponsored for the 9th
consecutive year by the American
Marketing
Association's
Chicago Chapter. Over the years
numerous students have found
positions through the INTRO
conferences.
INTRO provides college seniors an opportunity for face-toface interviews with major companies that could not ordinarily
fit their schools into their crowded campus itinerarlies.
For further details contact the
Placement office in the Administration Building.

New! V

■

porter; Ardith Singleton, secretary; and
Leah Strehlow, student council representativo. Not shown is Joe Arterberry.
■* —~~

All Eyes Go To
Your Head!

><f

■0

and rest there admiring the

"Exemplar of the Tra-

LIVELY LOOK for Fall

ditional" U n I v e rsity

featured by

The Davis Beauty Salon
Row Collection

ACROSS FROM GOLDEN RULE ON FIRST STREET

■u

Authentic in Every
Detail

Garland Jett's
Store

IN PERSON

c&fer, <3aul and dKary

Across from A*P

TELEVISION REPAIR
Specialist In Transistors,
Phonographs, Car Radios
i

CLICK'S RADIO & T.V.
W. Irvine Street

Phone 623-3272

EXCLUSIVELY ON 9 Warner Brothers Record*

SATURDAY. JAN. 22 — 8:30 pm
Eastern Ky- State College Colliseum,
Richmond, Ky.
Prices: 52.50, $3.50. All seats reserved.

TICKETS NOW ON SALE

Cashier, Administration Bldg.

Campus Booh Store

j

Thorn McAn makes moccasins
like the Choctaws, Chickasaws,
Cherokee and Chippewas do. '■
How? By hand-sewing ffie moccasin seam. If*s not nearf/
at fast as doing it by machine. But somehow it feels
better. And looks better.
By using leather tanned a special way to hold the
shape, yet mellowed for softness and pliability.
By cutting it so a single piece of leather cradles the
foot from toe to heat. Indian style. Pure comfort.
Finally, by putting the shoe on the last soaking wet
When it dries. "* holds its exact shape and form.
How much?
Surprisingly Btfle. 9 beaver*. 3 eagles. 4 buffalos. '
Tnat'sOd.OOAmerica*.

10.98
riff

LERMANS
. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED . $
0

a*
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Placement Positions

Alumni Report
Bt LORRAINF FOLEY
I Teal Court, Route No. 3, Loveo nHWATTTT '4(1 land. Ohio 45140 is teaching at
lattTnew' ^sTdenfoV £ Goehen «i,h
Goshen OMo.
Kentucky Commonwealth', AtJ ^C. her husband
who at,
,mey3 Ass,
. Chenault %&£££** jj '^mont
Was city prosecutor
mono from 1950-1957, and has High School. Mariemont, Ohio.
JACK ". HATFIELD, '61,
been Commonwealth Attorney.
25th Judicial District sinco '63, has been with the Ken1964. He also is associated tucky State Department of Edwith the law firm of Chenault ucation, working as a superand Coy, of Richmond. He is vlser in Adult Education sinco
married to the former Dorothy July 1, 1965. Prior to that
Neff and they have one daug*<« •;«« he was director of pupil
ter, Jean Russell Chenault, 3V4 I personnel Sti "PHtsV " unty. He
years of age. The Chenaults and hie wife, PEGGY, '62, rereside at 302 High Street, Rich- side at 411 North Main Street,
Lawrenceburg, 40342.
mond. 40475.
JAMES E. GUFFEY, '61,
EUNICE OWENS SINGLETON. '52, and her family now 2110 Plum Street, New Castle,
live- in their new home at 1564 Ind. 47362 is in hte sixth year
N. Spring!! Drive, N.E., Dun- a i elementary school principal
woody. Ga. 30043. Her hus- at Blountsville School, Blountaband. CARLOS, 'oS, is a sys- villo. Ind.
JOHN MICHAEL MORRIStemsi equipment engineer with
Western Electric Co.
Their SEY, '63. is an Ensign in the
oldest son, Michael, it a stud- U.S Navy, and his mailing adent at Marist Military School. dress is USS Alamo, LSD 33,
He is 13 and a 9th grader. The APO San Francisco, Calif.
CLYDE DONALD COUNTS,
Singletons also have two other
children. Sandra age 12, and '63, is now in his second year
as a math- teacher in the
Timothy 7.
After several years with the indiahapoinr-Clty -Schools. He
Collego Bookstore, HAROLE and his , wife reside at 740
iMcCONNELL, '54, ha:i trans- Thorndale Street, Indianapolis,
ferred to the Central Stores Ind. 46224.
ANN -R. MORRIS, '64, is
Department. Ho and his wife,
teaching
third grade in the Los
SHARON BROWN McCONNELL '58, reside at 432 Vi Oak Angeles City Schools system.
Her husband, WDLLARD, '61,
Street, Richmond, 40475.
SHELBY JEAN WHITAKER is on the internal audit staff
BRANDENBURG,
'60, 1380 of Union Oil Co. of Calif. Their
TAMITO

BE OUR GUEST FOR A
"FREE HOUR OF BEAUTY"
"TRY BEFORE YOU BUY"

Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio
623-4528

On The Way Up-Town

WIZARD
BATTERIES

6 VOLT
Fits most Chev. & Pylmouth Con

WVRI-T

I

18 Mos.

SO Mon.

7.9f

1288

18 Mos.

SO Mag.

10.99
Fits most late model G. M. Cars
INSTALLED FREE!"'"

15.88

Western Auto Store
Western Auto has all your automotive care items
from Batteries to Polish.

On-Campus interviews are continuing In the Placement
Office and all graduating seniors should take advantage of
mailing address la 8178 Virginia lege, Berea. Vic attended East- these opportunities to Interview with numerous recruiters from
ern where he served as "Student industry, business, and school systems throughout the United
Avenue, South Gate, Calif.
.
ALUEN E. RBHD, '64, an Government president and was States.
'- Bach person desiring to discuss employment opportunities
employee of Hales and Hunter a member of Sigma Chi Bella.':
Co. has been transferred from He's attending the University of with the recruiters should come to the Placement Office and
the Mentone, Ind. Office tc Kentucky Law School and has sign for a definite time to be Interviewed.
Pioneer Peed Service In Ruah- accepted a position In th» ^sod- BJiESDAY, JANUARY 11
vllle, Ind., a division of Hales ford County tax commlfeiQner'a THaT? GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC SCHOOLS, Grand Rapids,
• Mich, will Interview all Interested candidates In elementary
and Hunter. Mr. IReed will office.
and secondary education. They will be here from 9 «.m.
assume the duty as Mill acEstep—Richard
until 4 p.m
countant In the Rushvllle ofMiss Diane Estep, daughter of j TrfE WEST CLERMONT LOCAL SCHOOLS, Amelia, Ohio will
fice. He. Is married to the for- Mrs.
Bayse becanie the
bjc on campus from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. to talk with all
mer Fayo Moberly and they bride Clifton
of Mr. Paul Rlrtfird on * " persons in elementary and secondary education Interested
reside on Route 5, Hauk Mobile
Saturday, Oct. 23, 1965 in the
In teaching In Amelia, Ohio.
Park. RushvtUe, Ind. 46173.
chapel of the First Christian TUESDAY, JANUARY 18
STEPHE., E. ORBSCHBR, Charch, Washington. Thvferlde THE FAYETTE COUNTY SCHOOL CORPORATION, Conners'65, Is high school Industrial is a graduate of Model. .Lab.
ville, Ind. will interview candidates for teaching positions
Arts teacher at Wahtonka High School and attended Eastern
In elementary education from 1 p.m. until 4 p.m.
School In Oregon. His mailing She received a degree froni .the WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19
address ia Box 120, Foley Lakes Richmond,
Virginia
Medical
THE CLERMONT NORTHEASTERN SCHOOLS, Batavia,
Ranch. Tho Dalles, Ore. 97058. School In the field of physical
Ohio needs several elementary teachers, a Jr. High LanMARY
RUTH MULLTNS, therapy and is now employed as
guage Arts teacher, and a Jr. High science teacher. They
'65, la now teaching 9th grade assistant supervisor at (he Vetwill interview from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m.
genera! mathematics! and alge- erans Hospital in Washington. THURSDAY, JANUARY 20
bra at Pleasure Ridge' Park Mr. Richard Is also associated THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF PRINCE GEORGE'S
High School, Jefferson County. with the Veterans Hospital land
' COUNTY* Upper Marlboro, Md. will interview Interested
Her new address Is 5068 Mlneth
candidates In women's physical education, art, mathematics,
Ct, Apt No. 4, Pleasure Ridge is manager of Georgetown Inns
s foreign languages, business education, science. Industrial
in Washington. The young, couPark.
arts, vocal music, and all grade levels in elementary edJACK M. KBNCH, '65, Us ple is residing at 6307 64th Ave.
' • ucation. They will be on campus from 10 a.m. until 4
now working as an underwriter East Rlverdale, Md.
p.m.
Heggi—Barge r
for Liberty Mutual. Insurance
The engagement of Miss'Ann TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 8
Company In New Castle, Penn.
THE
aECIL COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, Elkton, Md. will
Jack, Sonya, and daughter, Marie Heggi to CECIL RAY
' be on campus from 9 a.m. until noon to Interview teachers
"Butch."
BARGER,
'65,
has
been
Klmberly reside at 202 N. Marfor their school.
ket Street, New Wilmington, announced by her parents. Miss WEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY 9
Heggi received a bachelors dePenn.
THE
,UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE,
JACK L. ALLEN, '65, Is em- gree from Marian College, In'Cincinnati, Ohio will toe interviewing accounting majors
ployed by the Little Miami dianapolis and a masters degree
" from 9 8-CTI. until 4 p.m.
Local Board of Education as a from Miami University, Oxford, FRL AND SAT., FEB. 11 AND 12
fifth grade teacher In the Ohio where Mr. Barger la doing THE OAK RIDGE SCHOOLS, Oak Ridge, Tenn. will Interview
Mainevillu Elementary School. graduate work. A June wedding
teachers at all levels of elementary and all subject areas
His new address Is P.O. Box 63, is planned.
.in" Secondary school. They are also In need of an elemenJUNIOR ALUMNI
Morrow, Ohio 45152.
tary principal. They will be here on Friday and until noon
Jeffrey MUlard Is the name of
• DeWTTT VanARSDALE, '63,
on Saturday.
recently. moved from Win- the new son born Oct. 22, 1966 to
MONDiat, FBjBRUARY 14
chester to Route 3, Sunbrlght Mr. and Mrs. BRYON WlBE- THE
NlLES PUBLIC SCHOOLS, Niles, Mich, will Interview
MAN, '66. He weighed eight
Drive, Klngsport, Tenn.
teactSerc for their school system from 9 a.m. until 12 noon.
NELSON GLAE: WALDEN, pounds, twelve ounces and was TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 15
'65, and TGMMIE LOU WAL- welcomed by a sister, Beverly TWE yjfcT. GRANT COMPANY will have a representative-on
DEN, '66, are making their and a brother, Steve. The Wise- . campus to interview all persons interested in a career with
homo on Locust Street in Lon- mans reside at 1205 Ivy Lane.
their company.
don. Nelson' ir, teaching In- Raleigh, N.C. where Byron Is
FEBRUARY 16
dustrial arts at Hazel Green associated with the Internation- WEDNESDAY,
THE BALTIMORE PUBLIC SCHOOLS, Baltimore, Md. would
High School and Tommle Cou al Business Machines Corp.
like to talk with students interested In teaching in the
is teaching general science and
GERALD and KITTY PIERBaltimore City Public Schools. They will be on campus
biology at Lily High School.
SALL, both '56, welcomed a son',
from 10 a-m. until 12 noon.
WALLACE WADSWQRTH, Todd Davis, on Nov. 29, 1965, THE INTERNAL REVENUE OFFICE from (Lexington, will
•5. has a teaching position In He weighed in at 8 lb. 18 oz. and
interview accounting and business majors.
the Franklin Monroe ScMool was welcomed by two brothers, THE BUBLIC HOUSING ADMINISTRATION in Washington.
System, Pitsburg, Ohio.
He Jeffrey Clay. 6. and Keith, 5.
D!C7 win Interview accounting majors Interested In a career
was married- June 18 to Pat The Piersalls reside at 41 Fitch
in auditing.
McDowell of Pleasant Hill, Avenue. Winchester.
,
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17
Ohio and they are residing at BENNETT and NANCY BOWL- THE PJNELLAS COUNTY BOARD OF PUBLIC IN6TRUC426 Kaskins Avenue,- Apt. No. LING ASHER. both '57, are rei"IQN, Cleanwater, Flat, will Interview education students
3, Dayton, Ohio 46420siding at 97 Bon Haven, Winwho arc interested in teaching in Clearwater, Fla. They
Miss SARAH ELLEN chester. 40391 where Dr. Asher
win bo here from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m.
SARLBS, '"TO, has been em- is in general medical practice MONDAY, FEBRUARY 21
•';.---:
"
ployed by Parke, Davis and Thev have three sons, Jeffrey THE OROSSE POINTE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM, Grossc
Company an a biological assis- Neal, 5, Michael Alan, 3 and
Print". Mich, will be on campus from 9 ajn. until 4 p.m.
tant at Its Parkedale Labora- Douglas Wavne who will be one
to 'talk with all persons interested in learning of teaching
tory "> Rochester, Mich.
Her year old April 28th.
opportunities in Grossc Pointe. Vacancies at all levels and
address la 1805 South Rochester ' Lauren Deanne Dopp arrived
lp-'al' grades are anticipated.
Road, Rochester, Mich.
December 18, 1965 to brighten
FEBRUARY 22
. .
Joseph Gatwood, son of Mr. the home of Capt. and Mrs. TUESDAY,
•THE CARMAN SCHOOL DISTRICT, Flint, Mioh. will be on
and Mrs. Dean Gatwood oi GEORGE G. B. DOPP, '62. The
camptiE from 9 a.m. untfl 4 p.m. to interview Interested
Richmond has been awarded a little girl was welcomed by a
teacher candidates.
$500 scholarship for his first brether, George Dawson Dopp, WEDNESDAY,
23
'
year of study at Jutlllard f8> The Dopps are presently in THE DETROIT FEBRUARY
PUBLIC SCHOOLS, Detroit, Mich, will interSchool of Music In New York Augsburg,
Germany
where
view all interested elementary end secondary teacher canCity. Jody studied violin under
eorge is serving in the U.S.
I dkdatcs from 2 p.m. until 4 pjn.
i
Eastern'.! Dr. Robert OppeM
rmy. Their mailing address is THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24
,
since he was seven years old Capt. George G. B. Dopp, 093262, THE
LOUISVILLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS, Louisville win toe on
and was a member of the East- flHC. 24th Inf. Dlv., APO, New
campus to interview teachers for the coming school year
ern Orchestra.• ■ •
york. N.Y. 09112.
from 9 a.m? until 3:30 pjn.
_____
WEDDINGS
SHIRLEY PETERS SMILEY,
Schechter—Stone
'58, '62, and Robert are welcomPATRICIA SCHECHTER, '65, ing a new son, Robert Ian Smiwas married to Raymond O. ley. The little boy was born Aug.
Stone at the Baptist Church in 25. 1965 at Mallboro, Mass. The
Sellersburg. Ind. on Aug. 28, 1965 Smileys receive their mail at
They are making their home at Box 445, Sterling, Mass. 01564.
y
1532 Altawood Drive, Clarksvllle,
IN MEMOBIAN
Ind. and Pat is teaching junior
Miss Ellen Pugh, a teacher for
high English at Parkview Junior 27 years at Eastern's training
High in Jeffersonville, Ind.
school died recently after a"
Tisdale—Bragg
short Illness.
The marriage of Miss Joan
JOHN C. BELL, '40, died Dec.
Letitia Tisdale and Lt. JAMES 28th after suffering a heart atRICHARD BRAGG, '85, took tack that afternoon while deli- SIX EXQUISITE STYLES I
place Saturday, Nov. 6, 1965 at vering a speech before a group
the University of Virginia Chap- of principals and teachers at a
el. The couple will make their Hazard high school. Mr. Bell
home at Fbrt Huachuca, Arizona age 51, was administrative
where Lt. Bragg will be station- supervisor In the Kentucky Deed with the U.S. Army.
partment of Education and had
Gilllgan—Baron
1S4 vVBSl MAIN
taught at McCreary County High
HELEN GTLLIGAN. 'afl. wa& dahool 21 years. Besides hial
DIAL tSS-nSt
married to 'titotnturxm _ -.^ "widow and two daughters, he• rl'" ■ '• ** "
and is residing at 48 Maple Drive survived by a son, Stuart, who
Newark, Del. 19711. Helen teach- is presently enrolled at Eastern.
es fourth grade In Cecil County,
Elkton, Md. at Calvery Elementary. She is also working toward
her masters degree at the University of Delaware.
Carpenter—Hellard
• rntra thin a ■Milts facts
Ellen Grayce Carpenter was
married to VICTOR HELLARD.
• avar 10,000 takjact
Jr. of Versailles on Dec. 26,1969
heaaiags
at Danforth Chapel, Berea Col-

CO-ED SIGNETS
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Just off Campus on Second Street

VARSITY GRILL
Good Food. Variety of Menu
Reasonable Prices
-SPECIAL STUDENT MEAL TICKETSEveryday a Complete Variety Dinner Is
featured at a Reduced Price

Parke soys:
"2 great economy cars—Simca and VW—but
which gives you more?"

SIMCA HAS:

More horsepower than VW. SS mpg (based on recent proving
ground tests). More leg, hip, shoulder, and luggage space,
thanks to Stmca's squared-off design. Two more doors for
easy Ins and outs. More value. More fun.

RICHMOND
MOTOR COMPANY
Ww. Main
mum St
JI

UIUI
Dial

•I

o&j-atf
623-5441

r

Can or See Gip Parke or Lester Eversole

Very Big

On Campus!

•

William K.
(Ken) McCarty CLU

McCORDS
JEWELRY

REPRESENTING
John Hancock
Mutual Life Ins. Co.

THE AUTHORITY

On campus every
Monday and by
appointment.

• ea«i lately aaJatftJ ta 'It
• fmiy-lndms far Instant
■sa

"KEEPSAKE",
"ART CARVED",
,.
"ORANGE
BLOSSOM"

Madison National Bank
Member F. D. fcfc.

Name Brand Diamonds

Office 239 North Broadway, Lexington, Ky.
Phone 252-9809

"

Cost LESS At:

CLEARANCE sSALE

Richmond's Only

«».

Discount Jewelry

At Your Campus Store or
Favorits Book Counter
SET YOUR COPY TODAY!
*
J.J

EVERYTHING REDUCED!
Free Engraving While You Wait.

Richmond's ONLY Discount Jewelry.

Colonel Drive In
HOME OF

BEGLEY'S NEXT DOOR

623-1292

DIXIE

'

DRY CLEANERS

(COL. SANDERS RECIPE)

KENTUCKY
.

i
— SPECIALS! —
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
Trousers, Skirts, Sweaters,
Jackets, Sport Coats

ANY 4 for $1.49
We Mothproof and Mildew-Proof
Everything We Dry Clean.
SPECIAL EVERY DAY!
SHIRTS LAUNDERED, 27c Ea.—4 FOR 98c

KESSLER'S

i*

i

CORNER warto SECOND & rftVTNE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND, MGR.

WATER STREET

NO EXTRA CHAR6E FOR CREDIT!

KESSLER'S

• Inalipamafcla Italy M
Maay Exclutir* Ntvf Ftaturni

ONE HR. CLEANERS

Fried Chicken

Where your clothes receive that
personal care that only long
experience can give.

North America's Hospitality Dish

Try us end get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT.

.

.

We Guarantee To Please.
■

240 S. SECOND

■

i

ii

' ii ii"'•'•'ii i

STATE BANK and
TRUST COMPANY
"Fifeure On Banking With Us"
2 CONVENIENT LOCA TIONS
MAIN STREET & BIG HILL AVENUE

PHONE 623-J 368
ijju'i'

i

»•

..■■.i>j.jj. i.ji MU-gj-

.- i

' :.'..'
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